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The investment of foreign capital in the economy of a socialist * *
state is not entirely new. During the N.E.P. period of the Soviet
Union, from 1921 to 1928, substantial amounts of foreign capital
in various forms were injected into the Soviet economy under the
system of the so-called concession.' Indeed, these capital invest-
ments enabled the rapid recovery and expansion of Soviet economic
power which had been almost completely ruined by the Bolshevik
revolution and the subsequent civil war.'
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t The International Lawyer is grateful for the special editorial assistance of
Bryce McAdoo Clagget with this article. Mr. Clagget, a partner in Covington
and Burling, is a member of the D.C. Bar and a graduate of Princeton University
and Harvard Law School.
** Throughout this article "socialist" is given the meaning which "Com-
munist" bears in conventional English language.
1 The legal basis for the concessions and their necessity to the Soviet economy
were established by "The Decree of the Council of People's Commissaries of
the RSFSR," of November 23, 1920 (printed in English translation in Zile,
Ideas and Forces in Soviet Legal History, Madison, Wis., 1967, pp. 94-95).
For further information on this subject, see Gsovski, Soviet Civil Law I,
Ann Arbor, Mich., 1948, pp. 363-364; id., Vol. II, p. 68; Freund, "Die
Koncessionen in Sovjetrussland," Auslandsrecht, Berlin, Vol. 6, No. 3 (1925);
Potscher, "Wesen und Recht der Koncessionen," Deutschland und Sovjet-
russland, Jena, 1928; Hwang, Le rdgime des concessions en Russie Sovitique,
Paris, 1929; Goldstein & Rapport, "Das Koncessionwesen in der. Sowjetunion,"
Das Sowjet Wirtschaftsrecht in Geschaeftsverkehr mit dem Auslande, II,
Berlin, 1931. Another socialist country which has permitted foreign capital
participation on a limited scale is Bulgaria. See "The Decree of the Council
of Ministers on the Model Statute of a Foreign Trade Corporation," February 7,
1967, Derzhaven Vestnik, Sofia, No. 19-1967; see also the Statute of the
Bulgarian Foreign Trade Bank, id., No. 19-1964.
2 Keller, Ost minus West=Null, Der Au/bau Russlands durch den Westen,
Muenchen, 1960; Knorre, "Der Aufbau des Ausenhandelsmonopols," Osteuropa
Handbuch, Sowietunion, Koeln-Graz, 1965, pp. 461-484.
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Recently an attempt has been made by another socialist state,
following the early Soviet example, to attract foreign capital invest-
ments. Socialist Yugoslavia has enacted a series of laws and regu-
lations aiming at the import of foreign capital to her slow-moving
economy. The legal basis for these transactions, however, is not
concessions granted by the government to foreign entrepreneurs, as
was the case in the Soviet Union, but bilateral contracts to be con-
cluded between Yugoslav economic organizations and prospective
foreign investors.3
Yugoslavia's foreign investment laws are the results of two basic
aspects of her economic structure: the unique organization of her
economic system, and reforms initiated in July 1965 which aimed
at economic progress while preserving the socialist ownership of
the means of production.
The new Yugoslavia, like other socialist states, from the begin-
ning nationalized all the means of production except the land,' but
unlike all other socialist countries has not established state ownership
of these means and a centralized organization of production. Instead,
the socio-economic and legal basis of her economy is self-manage-
ment by the workers of business enterprises and other workers' organi-
3 The larger part of the Yugoslav foreign investments regulations were printed
in unofficial English translation in Yugoslav Facts and Views, published by the
Yugoslav Information Center, New York, No. 7, September 12, 1967; also in
Jugoslovenska Banka za Spoljnu Trgovinu, Regulations on Joint Investment of
Domestic and Foreign Partners in Yugoslavia, Belgrade, 1967. These regula-
tions are entirely different from the previous Yugoslav provisions regulating
activities of foreign firms in Yugoslavia. The latter were based either on general
norms establishing traffic in commodities and services with foreign countries
(The Law of July 2, 1962, SL 27-1962. The English translation of this law is
available in Federal Chamber of Economy, Council for Economic Relations
with Foreign Countries, Joint Investment and Production-Technical Coopera-
tion of Yugoslav Economic Organizations and Foreign Firms, Belgrade, 1967,
pp. 139-141) or on direct contracts concluded between the Yugoslav Govern-
ment and foreign investors. Cf., The Contract concerning the development of
tourist facilities in the Southern Adriatic, concluded between the Yugoslav
Government and the Special Fund of the United Nations, Ve~ernji List, Zagreb,
October 19, 1967.
4 In 1965 nearly 90 per cent of the total agricultural land in Yugoslavia was
still privately owned and cultivated by small peasant holders. Cf., Ekonomska
Politika, Belgrade, September 2, 1965; Statistical Annual of Yugoslavia, 1965,
Belgrade, p. 146.. Moreover, the Yugoslav Constitution of 1963, Art. 21,
guarantees the private ownership of land up to ten hectares, provided the owner
and his family are agricultural producers.
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zations.' This is considered by the Yugoslav rulers to be the original
and unequaled achievement of Yugoslav socialism in its application
of the Marx-Lenin doctrine of government and law. This workers'
self-management is one of the cornerstones of Yugoslavia's constitu-
tional structure.'
Since July 1965 when the economic reform in Yugoslavia was
formally announced, 7 the Yugoslav leaders have discussed the neces-
sity of foreign capital imports and the possible forms which they
may take. It was generally agreed that foreign investments were
needed if the economic reform was to succeed, but to what extent
and under what conditions these imports could be effected was a
matter of animated debate and often sharp disagreement within
Yugoslav official circles.' In drafting legislation regulating foreign
investments, the Yugoslav Government was faced by three main
problems: (1) how to assure the most efficient control over and
placing of the foreign investments; (2) how to preserve the integrity
of Yugoslavia's system of socialist property and workers' self-manage-
ment; (3) how to make the capital imports, nonetheless, as attractive
as possible to the prospective foreign entrepreneurs. The foreign-
investment legislation resulting from these endeavors cannot be re-
garded as a separate legal achievement, standing outside the political
and socio-economic principles of Yugoslavia's organization, but must
The unique and complex Yugoslav system of workers' self-management
of working organizations is outside the scope of this article. For a general
survey of this institution, see Gergkovi6, Social and Economic System of
Yugoslavia, Belgrade, 1960; Gori~ar, "Workers Self-Government in the Light
of Scientific Socialism," 2-4 New Yugoslav Law 2-10 (1957); Pegelj, "Socialist
Law and the New Yugoslav Constitution," 51 Georgetown Law Journal 651-705
(1963).
6 Cf., Yugoslav Constitution, Arts. 6-3 1.
TThe chief purposes of the Yugoslav economic reform has been to achieve
the convertibility of the dinar on international markets, to assure the stability
and prosperity of individual economic enterprises by developing them into
self-supporting and profit-making entities, and to discontinue rigid central plan-
ning and government subsidies of economically unsound business concerns.
The basic legal provisions aiming at these goals were enacted in the Law on
the Parity of the Dinar, July 25, 1965, SL 33-1965.
8 Sukijasovi6, "Investiranje stranog kapitala i zajedni~ki poslovni poduhvati
sa stranim firmama," Ujedinjavanja i ulaganje domaih i stranih sredstava u
radne organizacije, by Balog and Blagojevi6, Belgrade, 1967, pp. 92-93;
Grlikov, "Import of Foreign Capital," Yugoslav Facts and Views, note 3,
supra, p. 2.
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be regarded as subject to those principles and to Yugoslavia's con-
stitutional order and socialist character.'
The Yugoslav legislation regulating foreign investments com-
prises three different sets of legal provisions:
1. The Law on Changing and Amending the Law on the Funds
of Business Organizations, of July 12, 1967.10 This law contains
the basic provisions on foreign investments, although it is not a
separate and independent legal act but only an amendment to the
prior Yugoslav law governing the use of the funds of commercial
concerns, first enacted in 1961 and since amended several times.1
Moreover, the amendment of July 12, 1967, does not deal only with
foreign investments but contains general provisions regulating the
pooling of funds of commercial enterprises, domestic and foreign,
for the purpose of accomplishing common business goals.
2. The Law on Profit Tax Payable by Foreign Persons Invest-
ing Funds in Domestic Business Enterprises for Joint Operation,
of July 12, 1967.2 This is a separate statute which regulates the
payment of taxes on profits realized by foreign investors.
3. The Law Amending the Basic Law on Taxes and Contribu-
tions of the Citizens, of July 12, 1967." This law is an amendment
to the Yugoslav Internal Revenue Code of 1964 "4 and orders the
9 Gergkovi6, "Teoretski i dru~tveno politi~ki aspekti pravnih problema u vezi
sa ujedinjavanjem sredstava," in Uiedinjavanie.... , note 8, supra, pp. 3-9.
10 The Official Gazette of Yugoslavia (Sluibeni List), Belgrade, SL 31-1967.
This law became effective on July 27, 1967. It is hereafter cited as the Law.
11 See SL 17-1961; 30-1962; 53-1962; 14-1965; 56-1965; 29-1966; 1-1967;
7-1967. The English translation of the amended text of this law is available in
Joint Investment. . . . note 3, supra, pp. 77-89.
12 SL 31-1967. This law became also effective on July 27, 1967.
13 SL 31-1967.
14 SL 32-1964; 52-1966; 15-1967. Why the Yugoslav Federal Assembly
has not enacted a uniform, separate, and comprehensive statute on foreign
investments, instead of splitting this legislation into three different sets of
provisions, is unclear. The legislative method adopted by the Yugoslavs makes
the foreign investment provisions difficult to understand and capable of different
interpretations. One plausible reason for this confusion might have been
the desire of the Yugoslav Government to stress beyond any doubt that the
foreign investment laws are not separate norms outside the Yugoslav legal
system but an integral part of it and closely integrated into general economic
legislation. This explanation is supported also by the general character of the
socialist legislative practice, used also by Yugoslavia, which is described by
Professor Djordjevi6 as "the method which depends on and is conditioned
by the matter which is subject to regulation, in accordance with the determined
socio-economic relations." Cf., Pe9elj, "The Socialist Character of Jugoslav
Law," 2 Review 75-112 (1961), London.
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payment of taxes and other contributions by foreign experts working
in Yugoslavia and employed by Yugoslav firms as the result of foreign-
investment agreements.
Investment Contracts
Foreign investments are effected through bilateral contracts con-
cluded between Yugoslav business organizations and foreign investors.
According to the Yugoslav Law on Business Enterprises of April 4,
1965, SL 17-1965, Yugoslav enterprises are legal entities capable of
entering into commercial and other business agreements. 5 It is not
necessary that the Yugoslav partner to a foreign-investment agree-
ment be an enterprise of a strictly commercial or profit-making nature.
A general character as a "working organization" 6 in the field of busi-
ness promotion, such as a research institute, appears to be sufficient
to qualify it as a contracting party to foreign-investment agreements. 7
The foreign capital importer can be an individual, a corporation, or
other entity provided it is capable of entering into valid contractual
obligations. 8
The Law does not refer to the nationality of foreign investors,
nor does it restrict the countries from which the investments may
come. It is clear, however, that the intent of the Law is mainly
directed towards capital imports from so-called hard currency coun-
tries since they will contribute to a faster development of Yugoslav
production."6
15The Law on Business Enterprises, of April 4, 1965, SL 17-1965. The
English translation of this Law is available in Joint Investment, note 3, supra,
pp. 38-53; Prentar, "Das Unternehmen in Jugoslawien und seine Rechtsstel-
lung," 4 Osteuropa-Recht 233-57 (1961).
16 The term "working organization" is often misunderstood by foreign
lawyers unfamiliar with the Yugoslav political and socio-economic system.
It should not be confused with a labor union or workers' syndicate of any
kind. It represents the characteristic institution of the Yugoslav economic
system which operates through various working organizations managed by
the workers who work in them and which are organized either as profit-making
concerns or as enterprises of general character such as hospitals and research
and scientific institutes.
'1 Art. 64 A of the Law. Cf., Goldgtajn, "Ugovor o ulaganju sredstava
inozemnih firmi u doma6a poduze6a," Ujedinjavanje... note 8, supra,
p. 69.
"I Art. 64 A of the Law. Cf., Krulj, "Pravne karakteristike ugovora o ulaganju
inostranih sredstava u doma6e radne organizacije," Uiedinjavanie .... note 8,
supra, pp. 82-83.
19 Anakioski, "Ekonomski aspekti udrulivanja sredstava izmedju doma6ih
privrednih organizacija i inostranih firmi," Ujedinjavanje ... note 8, supra,
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An investment contract is subject to the general norms of Yugo-
slav law and Yugoslav public order since the place of its execution
must be Yugoslavia regardless of the place or country where the
contract was concluded.2 ' Any stipulation to the contrary would
appear to be null and void since foreign investments, though occupy-
ing a special position in the Yugoslav economy, are nevertheless inte-
grated into the economic, social, and political organization of socialist
Yugoslavia.21
The legal nature of the entity created by an investment con-
tract is, generally speaking, that of a partnership engaged in a joint
venture. The Law describes the arrangement envisaged as:
. . . long-term investment of funds by foreign juridical or
physical persons in domestic economic or other working organi-
zations in'order to achieve common business goals at common
risks .... 22
When this basic provision is studied in the light of other relevant
stipulations, the following deductions may be made:
pp. 33-43; Grlifkov, note 3, supra, p. 1; Press Service, Belgrade, Vol. 1, No. 3,
August 1967. In this respect the question arises whether a foreigner could
invest in a Yugoslav enterprise dinars which belong to him but are deposited
in Yugoslavia and which he is unable to transfer abroad. The Law is silent
on this point, but in view of the fact that it is couched in terms of the
investment of funds rather than the import of funds, it appears that such
investment may be permissible. Thus foreigners having non-transferable dinars
in Yugoslavia could invest these funds in a Yugoslav enterprise (subject, of
course, to the provisions of the Law regarding foreign investments), and would
eventually be able to transfer portions of the profits realized by that enterprise.
Cf., Balog, "Pravni odnosi proistekli iz ulaganja stranih sredstava u domadu
privrednu organizaciju," Ujedinjavanje. . . , note 8, supra, p. 53. (An English
version of Professor Balog's article is printed in Joint Investment. . . , note 3,
supra, pp. 150-169.)
20 Arts. 65 G and 64 H of the Law. Cf., Goldgtajn, note 17, supra, p. 67;
Krulj, note 18, supra, p. 82. It appears that Professor Goldgtajn is not con-
sistent in his interpretation of the foreign investment laws. While in the
beginning of his commentary he stresses the subordination of the contracts to
Yugoslav law and public order (p. 67), later in the same text he concedes that
the contracting parties may agree that some other law, not the Yugoslav, rules
the contract provided, he says, that such agreement is made bona fide (p. 75).
21 Goldgtajn, note 17, supra, p. 67; Krulj, note 18, supra, pp. 82-84.
22 Art. 64 H of the Law. See also Balog, "Ugovor o ujedinjavanju sredstava
privrednih organizacija," Ujedinjavanje... , note 8, supra, pp. 10-32. The
unofficial Yugoslav translation (note 3, supra) uses the expression "permanent
investments," which in the opinion of the author of this article is not appro-
priate and does not correspond to the letter and the spirit of the Law. Cf.,
Balog, op. cit. p. 48.
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1. The contract must be concluded in writing " and becomes
binding on the Yugoslav partner when approved by the workers'
council managing the enterprise, in accordance with the Yugoslav
Law on Business Enterprises. -4
2. The investment of funds must be of a long-term character
and cannot be of a short duration or relate only to a specific trans-
action. 5
3. The purpose of the cooperation established by the contract
must be an increase in production, that is, in productivity and in
exports, of the Yugoslav partner; the introduction or application
of modern technical methods, technology, and organization of pro-
duction and business operations to the Yugoslav enterprise; or a
contribution to the advancement of the scientific research of the
Yugoslav business organization. 6
The Law does not determine the kind of foreign property to be
invested. It follows that such property could be not only money but
any movable property such as machinery, raw materials, patents and
licenses, technical and commercial know-how, or the services of techni-
cal and other experts..2 7 However, if the foreign investment is not
in money, it is necessary that the contract establish the money equiv-
alent of the invested assets in a specific currency chosen by the
parties. -28
The funds invested in the Yugoslav firm become its "property"
and are used by it in conformity with domestic law and in accordance
22 Art. 63 par. 3 of the Law.
24 Id., Art. 63 par. 4; see also The Law on the Business Enterprises, note 15,
supra.
2 Id., Art. 64 par. 2. While the Law does not specify a time limit for the
cooperation of the parties, it provides that a time period must be determined in
the contract along with other basic conditions. Balog, note 19, supra, p. 48.
21 Art. 64 K par. 2 (2) of the Law. Cf., Gold9tajn, note 17, supra, pp. 68-69;
Krulj, note 18, supra, pp. 81-84; Balog, note 19, supra, pp. 48 ff.; Grli~kov,
note 19, supra, p. 2.
27 Goldgtajn, note 17, supra, p. 69; Krulj, note 18, supra, p. 85. The opinion
of some Yugoslav jurists (Goldgtajn and Krulj) is that the investment funds
could consist of real property, but this is hardly possible in view of the
restrictions imposed on foreigners by Yugoslav law. Cf., The Yugoslav Law
on Nationalization of April 28, 1948, SL 35-1948; The Instructions for the
Transfer of the Nationalized Real Property of Aliens, of June 23, 1948; The Law
on Nationalization of Apartment Buildings and Building Lots, of December 26,
1958, SL 52-1958.
281 Art. 64 K par. 2(5) of the Law.
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with the contract..2 9 At this point it should be noted that the Yugoslav
law does not recognize property rights in the means of production
as a legal institution. The Yugoslav socialist lawyers have developed
their own theory of property which is unique and differs not only
from the concept of property in common and civil law but also
from the concept of property in other socialist legal systems. The
means of production, the Yugoslav jurists contend, become "social
property," which is a social and not a legal phenomenon and in which
the legal title of ownership does not exist but only the right of
use. This right belongs to those who utilize the social property for
their benefit and in the interest of the community on the basis of
workers' self-management." Hence, the foreign investor loses his
ownership rights and control over the imported assets, which are
transferred for use to the Yugoslav organization. The latter, however,
is obliged to manage them according to the provisions of the invest-
ment contract, provided these are not in conflict with Yugoslav laws
and regulations. At the same time, the Yugoslav firm is solely respon-
sible towards third persons for the obligations resulting from the
joint venture.81 In case of bankruptcy or receivership, foreign funds
are not subject to exemption but are treated as part of the total
distributable assets. 2
The Law also provides that the investment contract may stipulate
the return of individual things invested into the joint venture to
their previous owner." The meaning of this provision is not clear;
if interpreted literally it would seem to mean that the foreign investor
can retain ownership rights over the things contributed. Such an
interpretation, however, would be in conflict with the Yugoslav
Constitution (Basic Principles III and Article 8) and other provisions
of the Law, notably Art. 64 B. The Yugoslav commentators are not
in agreement about the exact meaning of this provision. 4
The contract may further stipulate that the foreign investments
28 Art. 64 B of the Law; Krulj, note 18, supra, p. 85; Balog, note 19, supra,
pp. 55-63.
30 Yugoslav Constitution, Basic Principles 111(2) and Art. 8; see also Pegelj,
note 6, supra, pp. 696-99.
31 Arts. 64 B and C of the Law; Balog, note 19, supra, pp. 55-63; Golditajn,
note 17, supra, p. 69.
382 Id., p. 70.
33 Art. 64 A of the Law.
34 Goldgtajn, note 17, supra, p. 71; Krulj, note 18, supra, pp. 85-86; Balog,
note 19, supra, p. 57; Gergkovi6, note 9, supra, pp. 7-8.
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are given only for a specific activity of the Yugoslav partner, for
instance, for one of its plants or for a distinct tourist object,35 in
which case the Yugoslav partner is obliged to keep separate books
for this part of its operations and is responsible to the foreign investor
and to third parties for the obligations deriving therefrom only up
to the value of the separate unit, unless the contract specifies other-
wise. All liability limitations must be recorded in the commercial
register where the Yugoslav firm is inscribed.3" The Yugoslav partner
is obliged to keep separate records concerning the profit or loss from
the common venture and the foreign investor has the right of
inspection."
The Law determines the upper limit of participation of foreign
investors in a Yugoslav enterprise as follows:
The value of the total funds which foreign contracting parties
invest in the same domestic business firm may not be higher than
the total amount invested by the domestic firm or equal to the
total amount of those funds.3"
In simple language this means that the foreign entrepreneur may
not be recognized as investing more than 49 per cent of the total
value of the Yugoslav enterprise or of all contributions to the joint
venture, as agreed in the contract, regardless of the actual value of
his investments.3 ' While Yugoslav law does not recognize the capital-
ist forms of commercial enterprises, such as partnerships, corpora-
tions, or cooperatives, in this provision-obviously for protection
against any possible claims by foreign investors to control Yugoslav
enterprises-it has adopted the shareholder concept otherwise un-
known in socialist legal systems. It is important to note that the
upper limit of the investment applies if several foreign investors
participate in one Yugoslav concern, since the value of their accumu-
lated investments cannot exceed 49 per cent of the total value contrib-
uted to the joint venture. On the other hand, the same foreign
35 Art. 64 C(2) of the Law; Balog, note 19, supra, p. 55.
36 Art. 64 C(3) of the Law; Balog, note 19, supra, pp. 57-59; Golditajn,
note 17, supra, p. 70.
3- Art. 64 E of the Law.38 1d., Art. 64(1).
3 Balog, note 19, supra, p. 51; Goldgtajn, note 17, supra, p. 69; Krulj,
note 18, supra, p. 85. This provision is of special importance in cases where
the Yugoslav enterprise does not participate in the common venture as a whole
or with the total of its assets, but only with a part of them or with one of its
plants.
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investor may invest simultaneously in several Yugoslav business
organizations and hold a 49 per cent interest in each of them."
Only in the case of exceptional economic areas, specifically
established by separate acts of the Yugoslav Federal Assembly, can
the foreign investment in a Yugoslav enterprise exceed 49 per cent
of the total contributions to the joint venture. In such cases, how-
ever, the foreign investors do not possess those rights usually accorded
to the majority shareholder in the western type of corporation, or
those belonging to a managing or general partner in a partnership.4'
Foreign investments may be made in all types of Yugoslav
economic organizations except in those specifically excluded by law.
Excluded are: banking establishments; insurance concerns; business
organizations in the field of domestic communications and commerce,
that is businesses which do not export; and public utilities enterprises. 2
Otherwise, the foreign investor is free to choose any enterprise which
is interested in obtaining foreign assets and which he deems to be
opportune for the placement of his capital and the realization of
profit."
The Yugoslav Communists admit that foreign investments are,
in essence, "capitalist exploitation," which normally is inconceivable
in a socialist society, but recognize at the same time that "it is neces-
sary to accept such exploitation in order to acquire means for a more
rapid economic development."
Investors' Rights and Obligations
The basic right of a foreign investor is his freedom to enter into
the contract if he believes that the contractual relationship, as regu-
lated by Yugoslav law, is consistent with his interest. His position
and bargaining power in the contract negotiations will depend greatly
to what extent the Yugoslav partner is ready and anxious to expand
40 Balog, note 19, supra, p. 52.
41 Id., p. 51.
42 Art. 64 L(1) of the Law; Goldgtajn, note 17, supra, p. 69. There are
exceptions to these limitations if the Federal Executive Council in individual
cases decides that a foreign investment contract would contribute to a more
effective development of that particular branch of the economy. Art. 64 L(2)
of the Law.
43 Goldgtajn, note 17, supra, p. 67.
44 Gergkovi6, note 9, supra, p. 7.
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his business operations with the assistance of foreign capital and is
willing to accept the conditions desired by the foreign investor. 5
First of all, the foreign investor has the right to ask for a
share of the profits resulting from the joint venture. This share
will normally depend on his contribution to the common business but
is not necessarily proportional to his participation. His share may
be smaller or larger as the parties agree, but must be fixed in the
contract itself. 6 It goes without saying that the foreign investor must
also share possible losses, since the joint venture is operated at the
common risk. The proportion in which losses, like profits, are shared
may be determined by the contract. 7
The period during which profits will be paid and their amount
will depend not only on the period for which the contract has been
concluded but also on the depreciation formula adopted by the parties.
While any capital investment is required by Yugoslav law to be
depreciated, the rate and computation of such depreciation are left
to be determined by the contracting parties, not necessary in the same
proportion as their participation in the common venture. 8
In order to realize his profits, the foreign investor is authorized
to retain a certain type of control over the business activities of the
joint venture. This control is effected through the establishment of
the so called "business committee" (poslovni odbor)."
The acceptance of this committee, as one of the organs of admin-
istration and management of a Yugoslav economic enterprise in
which foreign capital is invested, is the greatest concession which
Yugoslav law makes to foreign investors. The Yugoslav communists
have been tremendously proud of their system of workers' self-man-
agement of economic enterprises, and have codified this institution
as the basis of their constitutional order and an inviolable right of
Yugoslav citizens."0 The right is exclusive and precludes any person
from the management of business organizations except those who
work in them.5 On the other hand, it was clear that foreign capi-
4 Goldgtajn, note 17, supra, pp. 69-70; Krulj, note 18, supra, pp. 82-84.
46 Anakioski, note 19, supra, p. 43.
47 Balog, note 19, supra, pp. 53-54.
48 Ibidem, p. 49, Sukijakovi6, note 8, supra, p. 95.
a Art. 64 of the Law.
50 Art. 34 of the Yugoslav Constitution.
51 Law on Business Enterprises, note 15, supra; also, Sukijasovi6, note 8,
supra, pp. 100-01.
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talists would be reluctant to invest their money or other assets in
Yugoslav concerns without being assured that they would have some
right of control over the use of these assets after they had been in-
vested and handed over to the Yugoslav firm for management.
To find a way out of this impasse, the Law reaffirms the principle
that no one can have greater or different rights from those belonging
to a domestic economic organization," but it permits the creation
of a separate body-the business committee-as a joint entity of
the domestic enterprise and the foreign investor and the delegation
to that body of certain rights of domestic enterprise.
The precise rights and privileges of the business committee, and
its powers with respect to management, are to be specified in the
investment contract. The Law declares:
The agreement may provide that the contracting parties exercise
the rights on which they have agreed through a common organ
(business committee). The contract shall determine the mode
of the establishment of this organ, its powers and its func-
tions. 3
The legal nature of the business committee has been widely dis-
cussed because of its novelty and uniqueness in the Yugoslav legal
system. 4 The main issues in the debate have been: (1) what is the
relationship between the workers' council of a Yugoslav enterprise
and the business committee; (2) what should be the scope and
management powers of the committee; (3) how can the functions
of the committee be carried out in practice?
With respect to the first question, it appears that the workers'
council, being the supreme organ of every Yugoslav working organi-
zation, retains its rights and privileges at all times, but in foreign
investment contracts, which the council must approve before they
become valid, the council may voluntarily delegate some of its prerog-
atives to the business committee as agreed between the contracting
parties. However, this delegation of powers can never go so far
as to relinquish the council's basic rights established by Yugoslav
law, nor can it result in placing the council in a subordinated position
52 Art. 64 J of the Law. Under the rights of domestic organization the law
includes the right of self-management exercised by the workers employed in
the enterprise, carried out through the workers' council and other organs pro-
vided for by Yugoslav law.
53 Art. 64(1) of the Law.
14 Balog, note 19, supra, pp. 62-63; Goldgtajn, note 17, supra, pp. 73-74;
Krulj, note 18, supra, pp. 88-90; Sukijasovi6, note 8, supra, pp. 96-97.
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in relation to the committee.55 Generally speaking, the rights of
the workers' council are established by law and cannot be changed,
only delegated; the rights of the business committee are determined
by the contract and are subject to the limitations imposed by law. 6
The scope and functions of the business committee are envisaged
as those of the management of a joint venture along general lines,
including overall control and management policy. The investment
contract may specify to what extent the business committee is to
be empowered with day-to-day operation of the enterprise and to
what extent that it is to be left the routine decisions of regular
management. Clearly, only actual practice and the concrete needs
of the partners can establish in individual cases scope and manage-
ment rights of the business committee on a realistic basis.5"
The functions of the business committee may be carried out, and
its directives transmitted, either at joint meetings of the foreign
investor and the representatives of the Yugoslav enterprise or through
daily contacts between the Yugoslav employees and foreign experts
working in the enterprise as the representatives of the foreign in-
terests." The Law envisages the employment for foreign technical
and commercial experts in Yugoslav enterprises which operate with
the help of foreign assets. The law regulates their tax payments and
other contributions but does not discuss their management rights or
legal position.5" Evidently this is also left for the contracting parties
to determine.6"
The foreign investor has the right to transfer abroad up to 80
per cent of his net profits. The Law provides:
The foreign contracting party shall have the right of transferring
abroad the funds which it realizes in the joint venture.
The transfer mentioned in paragraph 1 of this article shall be
55 Art. 64 J of the Law.
56 Balog, note 19, supra, p. 62; Goldgtajn, note 17, supra, pp. 73-74.
51 Sukijasovi6, note 8, supra, p. 96; Gantar, "Organi upravljanja i rukovod-
jenja kod ujedinjavanja sredstava privrednih organizacija," Ujedinjavanje ...
note 8, supra, pp. 140-51.
58 Sukijasovi6, note 8, supra, p. 97.
5 Note 13, supra, Arts. 1-3; Gantar, note 57, supra, pp. 143-44.
60 In connection with the employment of foreign experts in Yugoslav enter-
prises, the question has arisen whether a foreigner could be appointed as the
general manager. In this point the opinions of the Yugoslavs are divided.
See Sukijasovi6, note 8, supra, p. 97.
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executed pursuant to the contract and in accordance with the
federal regulations on foreign currency. 61
Although the Law stresses the right of transfer, this right is not
absolute but is limited by two factors: first, by the general regula-
tions concerning foreign currency transfers issued by the Federal
Government; "2 second, by the amount of foreign convertible cur-
rency at the free disposal of the Yugoslav enterprise in which the
foreign funds have been invested."
The effect of these limitations is that the foreign investor will
be entitled to transfer up to 80 per cent of his net profits into a
convertible currency only if such currency has been earned by the
common venture and is available in the so-called retention quota
account of foreign currency owned by the Yugoslav enterprise.
There is no guarantee from the Yugoslav government of transfers
beyond the retention quota accounts, nor can a transfer be executed
from the general fund of foreign convertible currency held by the
Yugoslav National Bank. 4
The retention quota consists of a portion of the total foreign
currency earned by a Yugoslav enterprise, the proportion being
contingent on the type of commodities exported or services rendered
and on the proportion which the foreign currency earned by the
enterprise bears to its total earnings. This retention quota has varied;
in 1967 it was highest for enterprises engaged in the hotel industry
and tourist services where it reached 40 per cent of all foreign cur-
rency earnings, and lowest for general export firms, where it did not
exceed 14 per cent.6"
The foreign investor must use 20 per cent of his net profits
either for (1) reinvestment in the Yugoslav enterprise with which
he cooperates, (2) investment in some other Yugoslav business firm,
or (3) deposit in a Yugoslav bank at the standard interest rate
determined periodically by the Yugoslav National Bank. The Na-
61 Art. 64 0 df the Law.
02 The Law on Foreign Currency Regulations, of July 15, 1966, SL 29-1966
(effective date January 1, 1967). The English translation of this law is available
in Joint Investment. . . , note 3, supra, pp. 150-169. Murko, Das jugoslawische
Devisensystem," 1-2 Osteuroparecht 1-19 (1961).
63 Jovanovi6, "Finansijsko-devizni propisi koji se odnose na zajedni6ko ula-
ganje i oporezovanje u vezi sa ulaganjem stranih sredstava," Ujedinjavanje. ...
note 8, supra, pp. 102-03.
64 Id., p. 105.
65 Ibidem.
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tional Bank is authorized to permit the transfer abroad of the interests
paid on these deposits in accordance with the federal foreign-cur-
rency regulations." The foreign investor may also use the remainder
of his net profits above the 20 per cent to increase his investment
share in the joint venture, to invest in another Yugoslav business
organization, or to spend as he sees fit within Yugoslavia in accor-
dance with Yugoslav law."
The profits tax to be paid by the foreign investor is a uniform
35 per cent of the taxable amount."8 This tax is federal, and no
other taxes are envisaged by the law at the present time. Various tax
benefits and deductions, ranging from 15 to over 50 per cent of the
tax due, are allowed by the law if the foreign investor reinvests over
25 per cent of his net profits in the same or some other Yugoslav
business enterprise."9
The foreign investor may transfer his rights and obligations
under the contract to another foreign physical or juridical person.
However, he is obliged to offer his share first to the Yugoslav partner,
who has the right of option to purchase for a period of 60 days
unless the contract stipulates otherwise. Violation of the right of
option can be challenged by the Yugoslav partner in the competent
Yugoslav court.70
In principle, any dispute arising from the investment contract
is adjudicated by the competent Yugoslav economic court. 7' How-
ever, the contracting parties may agree that such disputes shall be
decided by: (1) the courts of arbitration constituted by the Re-
publican or Federal chambers of commerce, (2) the Arbitration
Court of the Foreign Trade Board in Belgrade, or (3) any arbi-
tration board established ad hoc either in Yugoslavia or abroad. 72
66 Art. 64 0 pars. 3, 4 and 5 of the Law.
67 Id., par. 3.
68 The Law on Profit Tax, note 12, supra, Art. 4. The Yugoslav claim that
this percentage is low if compared with the taxes on profits in other countries,
which range between 40 and 50 per cent. In addition, they say, the uniformity
of the tax without any progressive application is designed to stimulate the
interest of foreign investors. Jovanovi6, note 63, supra, p. 108.
69 The Law on Profit Tax, note 12, supra, Art. 5.
70 Art. 64 N of the Law.
71 Art. 64 P of the Law. The economic courts in Yugoslavia adjudicate dis-
putes arising among business concerns and other working organizations. In
essence, their jurisdiction is identical with that of arbitration boards in other
socialist states. Cf., The Law on Economic Courts, of July 5, 1954, SL 31-1954.
7.2 Ibid. See also Goldgtajn, note 17, supra, p. 76. In the Arbitration Court
of the Foreign Trade Board in Belgrade, the existing practice has been that the
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Government Control of Foreign Investments
While the basis of foreign investments is bilateral contracts
between the Yugoslav economic organizations and foreign capi-
talists, the Yugoslav government nevertheless retains an effective
control over investment policy and contractual obligations. This
control is exercised in two ways: first, by directing the investments
foreign party has had the right to use its own language and to be represented
by a foreign lawyer. If these privileges are desired by a foreign investor they
must be expressly stipulated in the contract, because the Statute of the Court
does not provide them as a matter of right. The possibiliy of choosing ad hoc
arbitration outside Yugoslavia is another important concession which the law
makes to foreign investors. No other socialist state makes this concession,
the most that can be obtained elsewhere is that one of the arbitrators may be
the representative of the foreign party. See, Hazard, "State Trading and
Arbitration," International Trade Arbitration, ed. by M. Domke, New York,
1958, pp. 93-100. Neither the Law nor the Yugoslav commentators mention
the Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes between States and
Nationals of Other States, of March 18, 1965, as one of the forums for settling
disputes, although this Convention was signed and the ratification document
deposited by Yugoslavia on March 21, 1967, four months prior to the enact-
ment of the foreign-investment legislation. (The Convention was ratified by
the Yugoslav Federal Executive Council on December 23, 1966, and its ratifi-
cation was published in the Supplement of the Official Gazette containing
international treaties and other agreements on July 21, 1967, No. 7.) As one
of the alternatives for the settlement of the disputes the Yugoslav Law uses
the term "foreign arbitration," while Professor Goldgtajn, commenting on
this provision, speaks about "ad hoc or institutional arbitration abroad" without
giving any precise meaning for these terms. However, when the Law is
scrutinized in the light of other relevant Yugoslav legislative provisions, it
appears that the Convention does not have a direct application to the Yugoslav
foreign investment laws. The jurisdiction of the Convention covers legal dis-
putes arising from investments where one of the parties is a Contracting
State (or any constituent division or agency thereof) and the other party is a
national of another Contracting State. (Art. 25 The Convention on the Settle-
ment of Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of Other States,
International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes, Washington, D.C.,
1966, p. 9; see also "Report of the Executive Directors on the Convention
S. . ," printed with Convention, p. 9.) In the prospective Yugoslav foreign
investment contracts neither of the parties is a Contracting State; both are,
in principle, independent entities entering into a specific type of agreement.
The fact is that the Yugoslav working organizations are not state owned, neither
can they be considered as constituent subdivisions or agencies of the state.
For this reason, apparently, any reference to the Convention was omitted by
the Yugoslavs. Of course, the legal situation changes if the foreign investor
is a Contracting State and not a foreign private corporation or individual.
In such a case the Convention would be applicable. The jurisdiction of the
International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes over a particular
controversy may be established only by the written consent of both parties;
the Contracting State may designate to the Centre one of its constituent sub-
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in those areas of the Yugoslav economy in which they are principally
needed, 73 and second, by approving or rejecting contracts concluded
between Yugoslav concerns and foreign investors."4
The Law directs that every contract must be submitted for ap-
proval to the Federal Secretary for Economic Affairs, who, after
such approval, will record it in a special public register. The de-
cision to approve or reject must be made within two months after
the request for registration is received from the contracting parties.7"
Only with registration in the special register maintained by the
Federal Department for Economic Affairs does the contract become
effective under Yugoslav law.76  The Yugoslav experts are of the
opinion that the registration of a contract can be refused only for
reasons enumerated in the Law.77 However, they tend to forget
that the reasons for refusal are couched in such broad language
that the Yugoslav government can repudiate any contract if it elects
to interpret the reasons for disapproval as it sees fit. 8
The Law provides that the contract shall be rejected by the
Federal Secretary for Economic Affairs:
1. If the contract is contrary to Yugoslav law;
2. If the contract would not contribute to increased production
and exports, or to the introduction of modern technical methods of
production and business organization, or to the progress of scientific
research of the Yugoslav enterprise;
3. If the provisions of the contract do not conform to the
usual terms of international economic cooperation;
4. If the contract violates the basic rule of equality between
the domestic and the foreign partner;
5. If any non-pecuniary contribution of the foreign partner
divisions or agencies as the party in the dispute (Art. 25 of the Convention).
Therefore, it is possible-though not probable-that Yugoslavia as a Contract-
ing State may designate a business enterprise engaged in foreign investment
contract as one of its constituent subdivisions or agencies if a dispute arises, thus
enabling the Centre to take jurisdiction.
73 Krulj, note 18, supra, p. 82; Balog, note 19, supra, p. 60.
7 Art. 64 K of the Law.
75 Ibid., par. 3.
76 Two distinct legal steps in the contractual procedure should be distin-
guished: (1) the coming into effect of the contract between the parties, which
occurs when the contract is signed and approved by the appropriate Yugoslav
workers council; (2) the coming into effect of the contract towards third
parties, which takes place when it is registered in the special register.
77 Balog, note 19, supra, p. 60; Krulj, note 18, supra, p. 84.
78 Goldgtajn, note 17, supra, p. 73.
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(patents, licenses, etc.) has been assigned too high a money equiv-
alent;
6. If the contract is derogatory of the security and defense of
Yugoslavia. 9
The refusal of registration may be appealed within 15 days to
the Federal Executive Council, whose decision is final."
The registration of the contract in the special register shall
contain only the following data: (1) the name of the firm and the
addresses of the contracting parties, (2) the total amount of the
funds invested in the joint venture and the proportional contribu-
tions of the respective parties, and (3) the dates of the contract
and of its registration. All other terms of the contract are considered
secret.81
The Yugoslav Government does not give foreign investors any
special guarantee for the inviolability of the property invested or
for the protection of their personal status. In particular the Law
does not contain any provision that foreign funds shall not be na-
tionalized or expropriated after they have been imported into Yu-
goslavia.12 The position of the Yugoslav jurists in this respect is that
nationalization of property is a sovereign right of any state and that
the foreign investor is entitled only to treatment equal to that received
by Yugoslav citizens.83 They concede, however, that in case of
nationalization foreign investments should be compensated in ac-
cordance with the generally accepted norms of international law."4
The truth is that the Yugoslav Communists do not recognize the theory
of just, adequate, and prompt compensation for nationalized property;
7 Art. 64 K, par. 2. If the contract is rejected on the ground of national
security or defense, the decision is discretionary and no reasons for rejection
are given.
80 The Federal Executive Council is the executive organ of the Yugoslav
Federal Assembly and should not be confused with the council of ministers
existing in other socialist states. While the Executive Council comprises ex
officio all federal secretaries, its membership is not limited to them but also
includes a number of other individuals either elected to this position by the
Federal Assembly or delegated to it by the individual Yugoslav Republics.
Yugoslav Constitution, Arts. 225-232.
81 Art. 64 K, par. 6 and 7 of the Law.
82 Golditajn, note 17, supra, pp. 74-75; Sukijasovi6, note 8, supra, p. 97.
The Soviet Decree on Foreign Concession, Art. 4 note 1 supra, had specifically
guaranteed that the property invested in the Soviet enterprise would not be
nationalized, confiscated, or requisitioned.
83 Goldgtajn, note 17, supra, p. 75.
84 Id., p. 75; Sukijasovi6, note 8, supra, p. 97.
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they consider this type of indemnity to be "conversion of capital" and
in consequence inadmissible in a socialist society.8"
Control over foreign investment is regulated exclusively by Yugo-
slav federal legislation and is exercised by federal agencies. All
tax income goes to the Federal Treasury and the placement of invest-
ment is directed by the federal power. In view of Yugoslavia's
multinational structure and unsolved national problems, "6 the question
arises to what extent, if any, the individual Yugoslav Republics will
influence the imports of foreign capital into their respective territories.
This remains to be seen but the tendency appears already to exist
for foreign investments to be attracted into a particular Yugoslav
Republic by the establishment of Republican foreign affairs com-
mittees, which are a novelty in the Yugoslav federal organization. 7
Conclusion
At this moment it is still too early to predict the practical appli-
cation of the foreign investment laws or their impact on the Yugoslav
legal system and economic development. Several years will be
needed 8 and many examples of contractual collaboration will have
to be in operation before any evaluation of the success or failure
of the Yugoslav experiment will be possible. While the deviations
from the established principles of socialist law contained in the
foreign investment regulations by no means change the character of
Yugoslav socialist legality or Yugoslavia's political, social, and eco-
nomic order,89 they are nonetheless a significant step toward a more
moderate Yugoslav position in the international legal sphere.
85 Bartog and Nikolajevid, Pravni Polofaj Stranaca, Belgrade, 1951, p. 186;
Pegelj, "International Aspect of the Recent Yugoslav Nationalization Law,"
53 A.J.I.L., 428-32 (1959).
86 See New York Times, December 30, 1967, p. 8.
87 For instance, The Executive Council of the Socialist Republic of Croatia
has recently established a Council for Foreign Relations, the members of which
are the most prominent Croatian Communists proficient in foreign affairs.
There is little doubt that one of the tasks of the Council will be the stimulation
of foreign investments in Croatia. Verernji List, Zagreb, October 30, 1967.
88 In the Soviet Union the impact of the concession decree was not immediate.
The importation of foreign capital was gradual; in 1921 only 5 concessions
were issued by the Soviet Government. This number had increased to 10 in
1922 and to 44 in 1923. Zile, note 1, supra, p. 95.
89 The political order of socialist Yugoslavia is described as "socialist democ-
racy based on the powers of the working people and on self-government"
(Constitution, Art. 1); socialist democracy is, in turn, defined as the rule of
the working class under the dictatorship of the proletariat (Pravni Leksikon,
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After all, Yugoslavia's primary interest is to get foreign invest-
ments as soon as possible, and to get them in the largest possible
amounts and under the most favorable conditions. For this reason
it should be anticipated that the attitude of the Yugoslav Govern-
ment-which in the past has repeatedly demonstrated its flexible
approach to international relations-towards foreign investment con-
tracts will be benevolent and liberal in their interpretation. Con-
versely, the world capital exporters may well become interested in
opportunities offered by Yugoslavia in view of her rich natural
resources and other business prospects.9" It should not be forgotten,
however, that the legal rules for capital investments, however liberal
or rigid they may be, are only one aspect of the situation. Equally
important is mutual trust and fair play between the contracting parties,
which can be established only on the basis of common interest and
honest collaboration in joint ventures. 1
Belgrade, 1964, p. 857). The Yugoslav socialist legality is described as "the
tool of the dictatorship of the proletariat" (Snuderl, Ustavno Pravo FLR
Jugoslavie, 1, Ljubljana, 1956, p. 115).
90 Under present conditions, and in view of the retention quota system
explained above, it appears that the most attractive fields for foreign invest-
ments, in which the investor could be reasonably sure to receive a fair profit
and a just capital depreciation, are the hotel industry and other tourist services.
Yugoslavia's Adriatic Coast of the Republic of Croatia, in which Dalmatia is
included, offers vast opportunities for tourist development if foreign capital
is obtained.
91 Golditajn, note 17, supra, p. 77.
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